USE COPPER CONDUCTORS ONLY.
CONNECT ONLY TO A CIRCUIT PROTECTED BY A CLASS A, GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER (GFCI).

FOR SUPPLY CONNECTIONS, USE CONDUCTORS SIZED ON THE BASIS OF 60∞C AMABILITY BUT RATED MINIMUM 90∞C.

SUITABLE ONLY FOR INDOOR USE OR WHEN INSTALLED UNDER THE WEATHERPROOF SKIRT OF A SPA.

PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT JUMPERS SETTING IS PROPER BEFORE POWER-UP.

WARNING:
ALL SUPPLY CIRCUITS MUST BE DISCONNECTED

NOTE: MAXIMUM OUTPUT CURRENT CANNOT EXCEED MAXIMUM INPUT CURRENT.

MODEL NUMBER: 12008-01H

ID Number: MC-MP-P122-P222-P312-B1-O1-CP1-NE-A11-A21-LS-H5.5-RTC-T2-AMP-GE1

NOTE: MAXIMUM OUTPUT CURRENT CANNOT EXCEED MAXIMUM INPUT CURRENT.

BONDING LUG

PUMP #1
PUMP #2
PUMP #3
OZONE
BLOWER
CIRC PUMP
FIBER BOX

Options:

Model: Options:

PUMP #1, #2, #3
BLOWER
OZONE
CIRC PUMP
FIBER BOX
15 FLA EACH
8A EACH
1A
1A
2A

NOTE: MAXIMUM OUTPUT CURRENT CANNOT EXCEED MAXIMUM INPUT CURRENT.